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ABSTRACT
An image is nothing but a projection of the physical world around us, where
objects do not occur randomly but follow certain spatial rules. Many exist-
ing computer vision approaches tend to ignore this aspect of understanding
images. In this work, we build representations and propose strategies for
exploiting such constraints towards extracting a 3D understanding of a scene
from its single image.
We model a scene in terms of its spatial layout abstracted as a box, object
cuboids, camera viewpoint, and interactions between them. We take a su-
pervised approach towards estimation, and learn models from training data
that is fully annotated with the 3D spatial extent of objects, walls, and floor.
We assume the world is populated with axis aligned objects and surfaces,
and exploit constrained appearance models which use geometric cues from
the scene. Our methods are tailored towards indoor scenes that are highly
structured and require careful spatial reasoning.
We show that our box layout representation is able to capture the full
spatial extent of a 3D scene, which we can successfully estimate even for
heavily cluttered rooms. Similarly, by exploiting the geometric constraints
offered by the scene, we can approximate the extent of the objects as cuboids
in 3D. The box layout provides rich contextual information for detecting
objects. We show that modeling the 3D interactions between object cuboids
and scene layout improves object detection. Finally, we show how to use our
3D spatial layout models together with object cuboid models to predict the
free space in the scene.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Scene understanding is a complex cognitive task that comprises several chal-
lenging subtasks, such as recognizing different objects in the scene, know-
ing the distances or geometries of these objects, and estimating the extent
of the scene. A solution to these tasks enables intelligent interaction with
one’s environment: e.g., navigation ( “Where can I walk?”), object handling
(“Where can I put a vase in this scene?”), and content based retrieval (“Is
this a bedroom?”). Most of the research in computer vision has been focused
on building independent 2D pattern recognition approaches towards these
problems. These approaches however do not reason about the underlying
3D geometry and consequently cannot benefit from the constraints of the 3D
physical world around us. For example, these approaches cannot tell that
the bed in Fig. 1.1(a) partially occludes the sofa, or that there is free space
between them.
In this work our goal is to recover the 3D structure of a scene from its
single image and model the constraints offered by the physical world towards
improved understanding. We also aim at obtaining an estimate of a scene’s
3D space thereby enabling applications such as navigation or object insertion.
We make the following contributions. 1
1. Estimation of spatial layout that gives the spatial extent of a scene.
2. Estimation of object boxes that gives the 3D extent of objects.
3. Joint modeling of relationships between scene structure, objects, and
camera viewpoint, which leads to interpretation of objects that is co-
herent with the scene.
4. Estimation of free space inside a scene that abstracts the occupied
volume in terms of boxes.
1Some of these contributions were originally reported in [1, 2].
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Figure 1.1: Our goal is to estimate 3D spatial layout, geometry of the
objects and free space in the scene. Here we show our result for estimating
spatial layout of an input image shown in (a). Box layout is shown by red
lines in (b), where the lines correspond to boundaries of different walls
(left,middle,right), floor and ceiling. In (c), we show surface label estimates.
Each surface label is shown in a different color (floor=green; left wall=red;
middle wall=yellow; right wall=cyan; ceiling=blue; objects=pink) and
saturation of the color is varied according to the confidence of that surface
label. We show the occupied/free voxels in the scene, in (d), which are
obtained using our estimated box layout and object labels. The occupied
voxels are shown in pink. The result of our cuboid model to detect box
shaped objects is shown in (e). We show first three detections here. Finally,
we show the floor occupancy map corresponding to these detections in (f).
The height of the objects is shown by the hue, and the confidence is shown
by intensity. Notice how modeling objects with a constrained cuboid model
provides us with their extent in 3D, and the floor map clearly shows the
free space between the bed and the sofa which can be used for navigation.
5. Creation of an indoor scene dataset labeled with a scene/object geom-
etry proposed by us.
For our experiments, we focus on indoor scenes which are highly struc-
tured environments and yet very challenging for the state-of-the-art in visual
recognition. The scenes require careful spatial reasoning and are full of object
clutter that is difficult to delineate. For example, chairs and dining tables
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are among the most difficult categories to recognize in the PASCAL Visual
Object Challenge [3]. Also, common appearance cues such as color are not
very useful in indoor settings due to varied room interiors and challenging
lighting conditions. For example, walls and carpets in indoor scenes can have
large variations in color, unlike streets and trees for outdoor environments.
Exploiting the geometric cues from scene structure therefore becomes impor-
tant for successful recognition in such settings. Though we have focused on
indoor scenes in this work, we believe that many of the models and tech-
niques contributed here will be useful for estimating spatial layout in other
types of scenes.
1.1 Our Representation
We want to build a representation of a scene that captures its overall space
and the different objects inside it. Very detailed models of geometry e.g.,
depth map or surface orientation at each pixel in the image may not be
directly useful for understanding tasks such as finding supporting surfaces
in the scene. We propose to model a scene in terms of simple geometries
such as orthogonal arrangements of planes and boxes. An example result of
our algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.1. Our representation of an indoor scene
consists of the following key components:
Spatial Layout. We model the spatial layout of an indoor scene jointly in
terms of a 3D box layout (Fig. 1.1(b)), and surface labels of pixels (Fig. 1.1(c)).
The box layout models the scene as a projection of a 3D room box onto the
image that consists of boundaries between the walls, floor and ceiling. The
surface labels consist of visible pixel support for these surfaces and objects.
Object Cuboids. We model an object as a cuboid in 3D that is oriented
parallel to the scene. The cuboid consists of eight corners. This cuboid
representation gives us an approximate extent of an object in 3D, which can
be used to encode its 3D spatial interactions with its surroundings. Example
object cuboids detected by our algorithm are shown in Fig. 1.1(e).
Free Space. Our free space model consists of parsing the scene in terms
of object boxes explaining the occupied volume in the scene as shown in
Fig. 1.1(e) and a floor occupancy map that shows the occupied points on the
floor as shown in Fig. 1.1(f). We also produce labeling of voxels in 3D as
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occupied or free, as shown in Fig. 1.1(d).
1.2 Our Approach
Reasoning about the 3D properties of a scene from a single image is a dif-
ficult problem because of the inherent loss of 3D information in the image
projection process. However, a number of monocular cues, such as texture
gradients, projected lines, known object sizes, and occlusion boundaries can
be used to infer some 3D information from the scene. Early works in com-
puter vision [4–8] applied several image formation rules and assumptions
about object/scene geometry to create physical interpretations of a scene.
But due to the limited progress in the state-of-the-art in image processing
and machine learning techniques, these methods were restricted to very sim-
ple and unrealistic environments. Recently there has been a lot of interest
towards extracting geometric information from a single view [9, 10]. These
methods adopt a data-driven approach and use machine learning techniques
to extract 3D information from images using standard image appearance
based cues. Our main focus is on building 3D inspired features and repre-
sentations towards scene understanding, while targeting the performance in
3D.
To extract the 3D structure of the scene and the objects, we exploit the
regularity of the world. Most environments around us are highly structured,
e.g., building interiors and street side imagery where objects do not occur
randomly but follow certain spatial rules. As an example, in indoor settings
most objects such as beds and sofas are aligned parallel to the walls, which
fact we use to simplify the appearance model of an object and recover its
approximate 3D localization. Our representations enable us to enforce several
3D geometric constraints between objects and the scene; for instance, objects
cannot cross boundaries of the scene and two objects can not occupy same
volume. Similarly, knowing the spatial extent of walls and floor helps us in
recovering objects and vice versa.
One of the key reasons for the success of our models is the robustness that
we obtain by fitting tightly parameterized geometric models using carefully
designed 3D inspired features. For box layout, we use long straight lines and
their membership to vanishing points of the scene as features. For the cuboid
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model we integrate orientation of the scene in the object appearance by com-
puting the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) on rectified cuboid faces.
To obtain more accurate localization in 3D, we refine our object candidates
using specialized edge and corner support features and a “peg” feature that
precisely localizes their floor contact points.
Another important aspect of our work is integrated reasoning over various
components of the scene towards its coherent understanding. Since our rep-
resentations are 3D based, we can model richer interactions between different
elements of the scene. For spatial layout estimation, we jointly model object
labels and scene geometry, which results in improved estimates of each as
compared to recovering them independently. We also build a joint model
that encodes spatial context for obtaining cuboid estimates consistent with
the spatial layout and camera viewpoint, which results in better detection
performance over the standard 2D detector.
For fitting our geometric models, we generate multiple hypotheses and
score them using functions learned on training data. For box layout, we
generate multiple candidate layouts, and for surface labels, we use spatial
support obtained by multiple segmentations, as in [9]. For cuboids, we extend
the standard sliding window object detection paradigm to 3D, creating a
sliding cuboid detector, which we later refine using image edges and corners.
1.3 Indoor Scene Dataset
The goal of our experiments is to evaluate the ability of our algorithm to-
wards extracting the 3D scene structure and geometric constraints between
scene and objects, while being robust to clutter. We also want to evaluate
our methods explicitly for their 3D localization performance. We test our
methods on indoor scene images that are highly structured environments and
often have multiple objects, Most other datasets used to evaluate scene ge-
ometry estimation [9, 11] mainly contain outdoor imagery. Existing indoor
datasets [12] mostly capture simple indoor scenes such as empty rooms or
corridors, which do not have many objects present in them. To evaluate
our algorithms we thus create a new indoor scene dataset, which we label
with standard pixel masks for different objects and with detailed geometric
labeling that we propose in this work. Figure 1.2 shows examples of the
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Figure 1.2: Indoor scene dataset. For each image in our dataset, two of
which are shown in (a), we mark box layouts shown in (b) that consists of
boundaries of walls, floor and ceiling. Surface labels shown in (c) are
marked as pixel support for these surfaces and objects. Each surface label is
shown in a different color (floor=green; left wall=red; middle wall=yellow;
right wall=cyan; ceiling=blue; objects=pink). The images in (d) show
object cuboid markups. We mark 8 corners for an object’s base cuboid and
headrest (if present). The markup process is aided by automatically
computed vanishing points. We mark beds, sofas, chairs, tables and the
chest of drawers. As seen here, we also mark cropped objects.
annotations available in our dataset.
Our dataset consists of 805 images collected through Flickr and LabelMe [13].
These are images of building interiors, such as living rooms, bedrooms, cor-
ridors, etc. We have labeled 308 of these images with the box layouts that
contains boundaries of walls, floors and ceilings, as shown in Fig. 1.2(b) and
segmentation masks for these surfaces, as in Fig. 1.2(c). We also label pixel
support for different objects. We show all the objects with the same color
in Fig. 1.2(c) because our spatial layout algorithm does not discriminate be-
tween different object labels. The walls are further labeled as left, middle,
and right walls. In case a scene has two walls, the wall most parallel to the
viewer is labeled as the middle wall.
For evaluating our cuboid object model and free space algorithm, we have
also marked up a subset of 590 images with corners of different objects,
such as beds, sofas, chairs, tables, and chests. As shown in Fig. 1.2(d), we
mark a base cuboid for each object and a headrest if present. We use the
automatically computed vanishing points to help in this process of object
labeling. Given vanishing points, we have to mark only four corners per
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object and the rest of the corners are automatically computed. The corners
for each object are labeled in an object centric system, and each object
is assigned an orientation from one to four depending on the wall of the
room the object is facing. We also mark up cropped objects as seen the
Fig. 1.2(d). Note that inaccuracies in the computation of the vanishing
point can lead to some errors in marking the object corners. Some errors
might also occur due to difficulty in marking the occluded boundaries of
the object. Approximating the objects by strict cuboids sometimes results in
ambiguities; for instance, the cuboid for a table can be marked up by starting
with its top corners, which will result in slightly shifted markups for its base
corners, if they are not right below the top corners and vice versa. These
ambiguities do not affect the segmentation of the object in the image but
do result in some errors in 3D localization of objects. Some of these errors
will affect our evaluation of free space in 3D. Depending on the 3D task, one
needs to focus on a particular aspect of cuboid marking, e.g., to predict free
space on the floor, the floor contact corners of the object should be marked
accurately.
When an object is not quite aligned with the directions of the walls in the
scene, we manually label all the corners without using the vanishing points,
and choose the object orientation according to the closest wall it is facing.
We have a total of 271 bed images containing 319 beds, 249 sofa images
containing 350 sofas, 159 chair images containing 268 chairs, and 308 table
images containing 409 tables.
1.4 Contributions
A key contribution of our work is a robust representation of spatial layout
and use of the geometric structure of the scene to guide visual recognition.
Our work demonstrates the importance of large-scale 3D inspired features,
geometric constraints from the physical 3D world, and joint estimation pro-
cedure, towards understanding structured scenes. Our models for a scene can
be effectively used for applications such as free space estimation, context for
improved object recognition, and advanced image editing. The applicability
and robustness of our model has attracted the interest of other researchers
in the area, who have adopted and built similar spatial layout representa-
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tions [14–16]. We have also developed various 3D inspired image features,
e.g., a peg feature, rectified HOG and interaction features between different
components of the scene and an efficient vanishing point estimation method
for capturing image perspective. Additionally, we believe that our 3D labeled
dataset will contribute significantly to the progress in the area of visual scene
understanding.
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CHAPTER 2
SPATIAL LAYOUT
Towards the goal of holistic scene understanding from an image, we abstract
a scene in terms of its structure and component objects. In this chapter,
we present our model for spatial layout of a scene which captures the global
scene geometry. We focus on indoor scenes because they require careful
spatial reasoning and are full of object clutter, which makes the spatial layout
estimation difficult for existing algorithms.
To recover the spatial layout of an image, we first need to choose a pa-
rameterization for the scene space. Existing parameterizations include a
predefined set of prototype global scene geometries [17]; a gist [18] of a
scene describing its spatial characteristics; a 3D box [19, 20] or collection
of 3D polyhedrals [5, 21, 22]; boundaries between ground and walls [23, 24];
depth-ordered planes [25]; constrained arrangements of corners [26]; a pixel
labeling of approximate local surface orientations [27], possibly with order-
ing constraints [28]; or depth estimates at each pixel [10]. Models with few
parameters allow robust estimation at the risk of introducing bias. But even
loosely parameterized models may not capture the full spatial layout. For
instance, depth maps provide only local information about visible surfaces
and may not be useful for path planning in densely occupied scenes. Our
approach is to model the scene jointly in terms of a 3D box layout and sur-
face labels of pixels (see Fig. 2.1). The box layout models the scene as a
projection of box in 3D capturing the actual extent its boundaries in terms
of walls, floor, and ceiling. The surface labels define the pixel support for
each of these surfaces along with the objects that occur inside the scene. By
modeling both of these together, we attain a more complete spatial layout
estimate. We gain robustness to clutter from the strongly parameterized box
layout, without sacrificing the detail provided by the surface labels.
Once we decide the parameterization, we need to select image cues to es-
timate the spatial layout. Region-based local color, texture, and edge cues,
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Figure 2.1: We model the space of a room with a 3D box layout of its entire
extent (black lines) and surface labels that localize visible objects (pink
regions). By estimating the joint box parameters using global perspective
cues and explicitly accounting for objects, we are often able to recover the
spatial layout in cluttered rooms.
often combined with segmentation or conditional random field inference have
been used with success [10, 27, 28] for labeling pixels according to orienta-
tion or depth. Accordingly, we use Hoiem et al.’s algorithm [27] and color,
texture, position, and perspective cues to estimate confidences for our sur-
face labels. But these region-based approaches and local cues are sensitive to
clutter and, therefore, not suitable for the 3D box estimation. For instance,
estimating the box parameters by looking for the wall-floor, wall-wall, and
wall-ceiling boundaries in the image can be effective only when those bound-
aries are visible, which is usually not the case. We propose to estimate the
box parameters in two steps. First, we find mutually orthogonal vanishing
points in the image, specifying the box orientation. Then, we sample pairs of
rays from two of the vanishing points, which specifies the translation of the
walls. We propose a structured learning [29] approach to select the joint set
of parameters that is most likely to maximize the similarity to the ground
truth box based on global perspective cues.
The box layout and surface labels are difficult to estimate individually,
but each provides cues that inform the other. For this reason, we iteratively
estimate the box and surface labels, estimating parameters for one based,
in part, on cues computed from the current estimate of the other. Our ex-
periments show that this leads to roughly a one-third reduction in error for
the box layout and surface label estimates. This integrative scene analysis
is conceptually similar to recent work (e.g., [30–34]) on combining object,
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depth, viewpoint, occlusion boundary, scene category, and/or surface orien-
tation estimates. However, our method is the first to integrate local surface
estimates and global scene geometry, and we define appropriate techniques
and interaction cues to take full advantage of their synergy.
Most scenes are full of objects, which presents a major problem for existing
spatial layout estimation methods. In some cases, the issue is the choice of
scene space model. For instance, the assumption of a continuous ground-
vertical boundary made by Delage et al. [24] and Barinova et al. [23] is not
valid for cluttered scenes. Likewise, Hoiem et al. [27, 31] cannot estimate the
depth of walls when their boundary is fully occluded. The method of Liu et
al. [28] to label floor, walls, and ceiling does not account for objects and has
difficulty assigning the correct label to the occluded walls or floor. In other
cases, such as Nedovic et al. [17], the texture and edges on objects obscure
the scene shape. In all of these cases, clutter is an acknowledged problem
(see Sec. 2.4.1 for experimental comparison).
Summary of Contributions. Our main contribution is an approach to
recover spatial layout of indoor scenes in a way that is robust to clutter,
an acknowledged problem for most existing approaches. We achieve robust-
ness for three main reasons. First, our strongly parametric 3D box model
allows robustness to spurious edges and is well suited to describe most room
spaces. Second, we propose a new algorithm to jointly estimate the box pa-
rameters, using structured learning to predict the most likely solution based
on global perspective cues. Third, we explicitly model clutter and propose
an integrated approach to estimate clutter and 3D box layout, each aiding
the other. Our experiments on 308 images of indoor scenes show that our
method can accurately estimate spatial layout in cluttered scenes and that
the above innovations greatly contribute to its success. We also show that
our recovered spatial layout can be used to estimate the free space of a scene
by making some simple assumptions about the objects (Sec. 2.4.3).
2.1 Overview of Approach
Our approach is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. We first find straight lines in the im-
age (Fig. 2.2(a)) and group them into three mutually orthogonal vanishing
points [35–37] (Fig. 2.2(b)). The vanishing points specify the orientation of
11
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Figure 2.2: Our process takes the original image, identifies long line
segments (a), and uses these to find vanishing points (b). The line segments
in (a) are colored with the color of the vanishing point they vote for. This
information, and other features, is used to produce a set of possible layouts,
which are ranked by a function learned with structure learning (four are
shown in (c)). The top ranked layouts produce maps of label probabilities
(shown in (d) for left wall,floor, right wall, and object). In turn these maps
are used to re-estimate features, and the re-estimated features are used to
produce a second ranking. The top ranked layout for this image is in (e).
the box, providing constraints on its layout. By sampling rays from these
vanishing points, we generate many candidates for the box layout (Fig. 2.2(c))
and estimate the confidence for each, using edge-based image features and
learned models. Given the most likely box candidate, we estimate the sur-
face labels, which provides a set of confidence maps from pixels to surfaces
(Fig. 2.2(d)). The surface labels, in turn, allow more robust box layout es-
timation (Fig. 2.2(e)) by providing confidence maps for visible surfaces and
distinguishing between edges that fall on objects and those that fall on walls,
floor, or ceiling.
2.2 Estimating the Box Layout
We generate candidate box layouts in two steps. First, we estimate three
orthogonal vanishing points using a standard algorithm (Sec. 2.2.1) to get the
box orientation. Next, by sampling pairs of rays from two of these vanishing
points (Sec. 2.2.2), we specify a set of wall translations and scalings that are
consistent with the orientation provided by the vanishing points. Choosing
the best candidate layout is difficult. We propose a criterion that measures
the quality of a candidate as a whole and learn it with structured outputs
(Sec. 2.2.3).
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2.2.1 Estimating the Box Orientation
Under perspective projection, parallel lines in 3D intersect in the image plane
at vanishing points. We assume that the room can be modeled by a box lay-
out and that most surfaces inside the room are aligned with the room direc-
tions. We want to estimate a triplet of vanishing points corresponding to the
three principal orthogonal directions of a room, which specifies the box lay-
out orientation. Several works [35–37] address estimation of vanishing points
from an image (see [38] for an excellent discussion). In our implementation,
we modify Rother’s algorithm [35] for finding mutually orthogonal vanishing
points with more robust voting and search schemes. Rother ranks all triplets
using a voting strategy, which scores angular deviation between the line and
the point (see Fig. 2.3(a- top)) and uses RANSAC driven search [39]. Can-
didate points are chosen as intersection points of all detected lines, among
which triplets are selected. We use an alternate greedy strategy. We first
select the candidate point with the highest vote and then remove lines that
cast high votes for this point. We quantize the remaining intersection points
using variable bin sizes in the image plane, increasing the bin size as we go
outwards from the image center. We use variable sizes because the position
errors for the vanishing points close to the image center are more critical to
the estimation of room box rotation. The above operations drastically reduce
the complexity of search space and work well for indoor scenes, where most
lines lie along one of the principal directions.
We also extend the linear voting scheme used in [35] to a more robust ex-
ponential voting scheme. This extension makes the voting space more peaky,
facilitating discrimination between good and bad vanishing point candidates.
We define the vote of a line segment l for a candidate point p as
v(l, p) = |l| ∗ exp−(
α
2σ2
) (2.1)
where α is the angle between the line connecting p and midpoint of l, as shown
in Fig. 2.3(a-top), and σ is the robustness threshold. In all our experiments,
we set σ = 0.1. The straight lines of length greater than 30 pixels are
used for estimation, resulting in 100-200 lines per image. Once the winning
triplet is identified, each detected line in the image can be assigned to one
of the vanishing points according to the vote the line casts for these points,
13
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Figure 2.3: (a - top), Angular distance of a line segment to a vanishing
point, computed as the angle between the line segment and the line joining
the mid point of the segment to the vanishing point. (a - bottom), Line
memberships: red, green, and blue lines correspond to three vanishing
points, and the outlier lines are shown in cyan. (b) Layout generation:
Once the vanishing points are known, we sample the space of translations.
A layout is completely specified by two rays through each of two vanishing
points, which give four corners and four edges, and the remaining edges of
the box follow by casting rays through the third vanishing point and these
corners.
which we refer to as line membership. Figure. 2.3(a - bottom) shows lines
corresponding to different vanishing points in different colors. The lines which
cast votes below threshold are assumed to be outlier lines shown in cyan.
2.2.2 Getting the Box Translation
Knowledge of the box orientation imposes strict geometric constraints on the
projections of corners of the box, as shown in Fig. 2.3(b) and listed below.
At most five faces of the box, corresponding to three walls, floor, and ceiling,
can be visible in the image, each projecting as a polygon. The 3D corners of
the box are denoted by A, B, C, and D, and their counterparts in the image
are a, b, c, and d. The vanishing points corresponding to three orthogonal
directions in world are given by vp1, vp2, and vp3. The geometric constraints
on the position of box corners are as follows:
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1. Lines ab and cd should be colinear with one of the vanishing points,
say vp1.
2. Lines ad and bc should be colinear with the second vanishing point,
vp2.
3. The third vanishing point, vp3, should lie inside the quadrilateral abcd.
To generate the candidate box layouts, we choose vp1 and vp2 as the two
farthest vanishing points (see Fig. 2.3) and draw pairs of rays from these
points on either side of vp3. The intersections of these rays define the corners
of the middle wall, a-d in the image. The rest of the face polygons are
generated by connecting points a-d to vp3. When fewer than five faces are
visible, the corners will lie outside of the image. We handle this by casting
a single dummy ray that does not pass through the image. An example box
layout is overlaid in red in Fig. 2.3. In our experiments, we use 10 evenly
spaced rays per vanishing point to generate the different candidate layouts
for an image.
2.2.3 Learning to Rank Box Layouts with Structured Outputs
We want to rank the box layouts according to how well they fit the ground
truth layout. Given a set of indoor training images {x1, x2, ...xn} ∈ X and
their layouts {y1, y2, ...yn} ∈ Y, we wish to learn a mapping f : X,Y → R
which can be used to assign a score to the automatically generated candidate
layouts for an image, as described in Sec. 2.2.2. Each layout here is parame-
terized by five face polygons, y = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5}. The mapping f should
be such that f(xi, y) takes a high value for the correct combination of input
image and layout, y = yi, and its value reduces as the deviation of y from yi
increases. Thus, for a new test image x, the correct layout can be chosen as
y∗, where
y∗ = argmax
y
f(x, y;w) (2.2)
The above problem is a structured regression problem, where the output
is not a binary decision, but a layout which has a complex structure. To
solve this problem, we use the structured learning framework described in
[29], which models the relationships between different outputs within the
output space to better utilize the available training data. We set f(x, y) =
wTψ(x, y), where ψ(x, y) is a vector of features. The mapping f is learned
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discriminatively by solving
minw,ξ
1
2
||w||2 + C
∑
i ξi
s.t. ξi ≥ 0 ∀i, and (2.3)
wTψ(xi, yi)− wTψ(xi, y) ≥ ∆(yi, y)− ξi,
∀i, ∀y ∈ Y/ yi
where ξi’s are slack variables, ∆(yi, y) is the loss function quantifying the
deviation between two layouts, C is a scaling constant, and ψ(xi, y) is the
set of features extracted for image layout pair (xi, y). In our experiments, we
choose C = 1. We define the loss function ∆ with three terms: ∆t penalizes
the absence of a face Fk in one layout if it is present in the other one; ∆c
measures the shift in centroid ck of the faces of the two layouts; and ∆p is
the sum of pixel errors of the corresponding faces of the two layouts, which
is measured as their areas of overlap.
∆(yi, y) = ∆t(yi, y) + ∆c(yi, y) + ∆p(yi, y)
∆t(yi, y) = Σk∈[1,5]δ(Fik, Fk) (2.4)
∆c(yi, y) = Σk∈[1,5]||cik − ck||
2
∆p(yi, y) = Σk∈[1,5](1−
Area(Fik ∩ Fk)
Area(Fik ∪ Fk)
)
Here δ(Fik, Fk) = 1 if Area(Fik) > 0 and Area(Fk) = 0 or Area(Fik) = 0
and Area(Fk) > 0; otherwise δ(Fik, Fk) = 0.
For a given choice of loss function and features, the defined objective func-
tion is convex with linear constraints. However, the a large number of con-
straints is usually a binding factor in solving such problems. In our case the
number of constraints are manageable, due to the sampling of rays. How-
ever if a denser sampling is performed, one would need to resort to other
approximate methods such as those described in [29].
Features. ψ(xi, y) is the set of features of layout y. We use the line
membership features that depend on detected straight lines in the image and
their memberships to the three vanishing points, as defined in Sec. 2.2.1. For
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each face Fk, the unweighted line membership feature fl is defined as
fl(Fk) =
∑
lj∈Ck
|lj|∑
lj∈Lk
|lj|
(2.5)
where Lk is the set of lines in Fk and Ck is the set of lines which belong to
the two vanishing points for face Fk. We denote length of line by |l|.
Since each face is characterized by two vanishing points, most of the lines
inside each face should belong to one of these two vanishing points. However,
this is not necessarily true for the lines on objects. For instance, in Fig. 2.2,
the red lines on the sofa and table correspond to the vertical vanishing point
but fall inside the floor face. For this reason, we also compute a set of line
memberships that are weighted by the confidence that a line is not inside an
object region (estimated as part of the surface labels, described in Sec. 2.3).
We also include the average pixel confidences for the surface labels within
each face, which incorporates information from the color, texture, and per-
spective cues that influence the surface labels. Note that the box layout is
first estimated without these surface-based features and then re-estimated
using all features after estimating the surface labels.
2.3 Estimating Surface Labels
It is difficult to fit the box layout to general pictures of rooms because clutter,
such as tables, chairs, and sofas, obscures the boundaries between faces.
Some of the features we use to identify the box may actually lie on this
clutter, which may make the box estimate less accurate. If we have an
estimate of where the clutter is, we should be able to get a more accurate
box layout. Similarly, if we have a good box layout estimate, we know the
position of its faces, which should allow us to better localize the clutter.
To estimate our surface labels, we use a modified version of Hoiem et al.’s
surface layout algorithm [27]. The image is oversegmented into superpixels,
which are then partitioned into multiple segmentations. Using color, tex-
ture, edge, and vanishing point cues computed over each segment, a boosted
decision tree classifier estimates the likelihood that each segment is valid
(contains only one type of label) and the likelihood of each possible label.
These likelihoods are then integrated pixel-wise over the segmentations to
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provide label confidences for each superpixel. We modify the algorithm to
estimate our floor, left, middle, and right walls, ceiling, and object labels
and add features from our box layout. As box layout features, we use the
percentage area of a segment occupied by each face and the entropy of these
overlaps, which especially helps to reduce confusion among the non-object
room surfaces. In training, we use cross-validation to compute the box layout
cues for the training set.
2.4 Experiments and Results
All experiments are performed on a subset of 308 images from our indoor
scene dataset (Sec. 1.3), for which we have ground truth box layout faces :
polygon boundaries of floor, left wall, middle wall, right wall, and ceiling.
We also have ground truth surface labels: segmentation masks for object,
left, middle, and right wall, ceiling, and floor regions for these images. We
randomly split these 308 images into a training set of 204 and test set of 104
images. The images include a wide variety of rooms, including living rooms,
bed rooms, corridors, etc. (see Fig. 2.4, 2.5).
We first evaluate the accuracy of our box layout and surface label estimates
(Sec. 2.4.1). Our results indicate that we can recover layouts in cluttered
rooms, that the integration of surface labels and box layout is helpful, and
that our method compares favorably to existing methods. In Sec. 2.4.2, we
then analyze the contribution of errors by vanishing point estimation and ray
sampling in estimating box translation. Finally, we show several qualitative
results for free space estimation in Sec. 2.4.3.
2.4.1 Evaluation of Spatial Layouts
We show several qualitative results in Fig. 2.4, and report our quantitative
results in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Box Layout. We evaluate the box layout using both pixel error, computed
as the percentage of pixels on the box faces that disagree with ground truth,
and the root mean square (RMS) error of corner placement as a percentage
of the image diagonal, averaged over the test images. As shown in Table 2.1,
we improve in both measures when re-estimating layouts using the surface
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Figure 2.4: Qualitative test results for our spatial layout estimation. We
show an even sampling from least to highest pixel error (left-to-right,
top-to-bottom). For each image, the original image with detected lines is
shown in the top row, the detected surface labels in the middle row, and
estimated box layout in the bottom row. Lines corresponding to the three
vanishing points are shown with red, green and blue color and the outliers
are shown in cyan. Each surface label is shown in different color
(floor=green; left wall=red; middle wall=yellow; right wall=cyan;
ceiling=blue; objects=pink) and the saturation of color is varied according
to the confidence of that surface label. The box layout is shown with red
lines. Notice that due to the accuracy of estimated vanishing points, most
of the images have nearly all correct line-memberships. The estimates of
box rotation suffer if a large number lines features are not aligned in room
directions (6th row, 4th column and 6th row, 5th column). The line
membership features are not effective if the available line support in any
particular direction is small (6th row, 2nd column). Note that these are the
cases which account for highest pixel errors. Best viewed in color.
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Table 2.1: Error for box layout estimation. Our method achieves lower
error than Hoiem et al.’s region labeling algorithm and improves
significantly further after re-estimation using cues from the surface label
estimates (final). See text for details.
Method Hoiem et al. Ours (initial) Ours (final)
Pixel error 28.9% 26.5% 21.2%
Corner error – 7.4% 6.3%
Table 2.2: Pixel error for surface label estimation. Use of cues based on our
box layout estimates significantly improves results from Hoiem et al.’s
surface layout algorithm, which was also trained on our dataset.
Method Hoiem et al. +Box Layout (ours)
Pixel error 26.9% 18.3%
label cues (pixel error: 26.5% to 21.2%; corner error: 7.4% to 6.3%). Our
method also outperforms Hoiem et al.’s algorithm [27] (pixel error: 28.9%),
which we trained on our dataset as a baseline. Note that we cannot compute
the RMS error for Hoiem et al.’s algorithm, since it may not provide an
estimate that is consistent with any 3D box layout. In Fig. 2.5, we also
qualitatively compare several methods [23, 27, 28]. Our method is better
able to deal with clutter in indoor scenes, due to its joint estimation of box
layout parameters (based on structured learning) and the explicit modeling
of clutter using surface labels.
Surface Labels. Our surface label estimates improve considerably (by
8.6% average pixel error) due to inclusion of cues from the box layout, as
shown in Table 2.2. The confusion matrix shown in Table 2.3 also exhibits
Table 2.3: Confusion matrix (Ours/Hoiem et al.) for surface label
estimation. The (i, j)-th entry in a confusion matrix represents the
percentage of pixels with ground truth label i which are estimated as label
j, over all test images.
Surface labels Floor Left Middle Right Ceiling Objects
Floor 74/68 0/0 0/1 0/1 0/0 24/30
Left 1/0 75/43 14/44 0/0 1/1 9/12
Middlle 1/0 5/2 76/82 4/6 2/1 13/9
Right 1/1 0/0 14/48 73/42 3/2 10/7
Ceiling 0/0 4/3 28/47 2/5 66/45 0/0
Objects 16/12 1/1 5/10 1/2 0/0 76/76
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Input Image Hoiem et al. [27] Liu et al. [28]
Barinova et
al. [23]
Our Algorithm
Figure 2.5: Qualitative comparison of box layout estimation for several
methods. On the left, we show the input image. Then, from left to right,
we compare four methods. Column 2: Most likely labels from Hoiem et al.’s
algorithm [27] (floor=green; left wall=red; middle wall=yellow; right
wall=cyan; ceiling=blue;). Column 3: Improved estimates using Liu et
al.’s [28] ordering constraints, intialized by [27]. Column 4: Barinova et al.’s
algorithm [23] recovers the ground vertical boundary as a continuous
polyline (thick red) and indicates wall faces with a white spidery mesh and
thin red lines. Column 5: Our algorithm. Note that Barinova et al.’s
algorithm was trained on urban imagery, causing the boundary to shift
upwards due to a prior for deeper scenes. Hoiem et al.’s method is sensitive
to local contrast (row 1: reflection on the floor) and clutter (rows 2-4). The
ordering constraints of Liu et al. improve results but cannot fix large errors.
Barinova et al.’s algorithm is more robust but still has trouble with clutter,
due to its assumption of a continuous ground-vertical polyline which is not
true for cluttered rooms. Our box parameterization of scene space is similar
to that of Barinova et al., but our method is more robust to clutter because
we search the joint space of all the box parameters (learning with
structured outputs), which contrasts with their greedy search strategy. Our
approach of explicitly modeling clutter with the surface labels provides a
further improvement. Best viewed in color.
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considerable gains. Ceiling and wall estimates especially improve because
they are difficult to classify with local color and texture cues and because an
estimate of the box layout provides a strong prior.
2.4.2 Error Analysis
Errors in vanishing point estimation and coarse sampling of rays when gen-
erating box layout candidates also contribute to our errors in spatial layout
estimation. In Fig. 2.6(a), we compare the accuracy of the best possible box
layout, while varying the granularity of ray sampling (see Sec. 2.2.2). The
best possible layout is the one with the least pixel error w.r.t to ground truth
layout among all the candidates generated under the constraints imposed by
the vanishing points (VPs). We can see that even with very fine sampling
(35 rays per VP), the error is sometimes high, which is due to error in es-
timating the vanishing points. For 7, 10, 14, 20, and 35 sampled rays, the
average minimum possible error (assuming a perfect layout ranker) is 11.6%,
8.3%, 6.7%, 5.3%, and 4.0%. Thus, about 4% of our error is likely due to our
coarse sampling of 10 rays. In Fig. 2.6(b) we compare the top-ranked layout
for our test images according to our learned parameters and the best possible
layout for these images after sampling 10 rays. The average gap between the
error of the layout predicted as best by our method and the best possible
layout using this ray sampling is 13.0%, which is due to the errors in our
ranking estimates (Sec. 2.2.3 and 2.3).
As we show in Sec. 2.4.3, even small errors in the spatial layout can have
large effects on 3D reasoning. For instance, placing the wall-floor boundary
even slightly too high in the image can greatly exaggerate the depth of the
room (Fig. 2.7, last row). Considering this, we believe that the improvement
achieved in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 can make a significant difference when
the layout is used to help understand the scene.
2.4.3 Free Space Estimation
We demonstrate the application of our estimated spatial layouts towards
recovering the free space inside a room. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the surface
labels provide object confidences at each pixel in the image, which can be
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Figure 2.6: (a) Each curve shows the lowest pixel error between the ground
truth layout and all generated layouts of an image for a given number of
ray samples. Shown for all 308 training images. (b) For 10 ray samples per
vanishing point, green and blue curves show the lowest possible achievable
pixel error using any layout, and the pixel error of the layout estimated by
our algorithm, respectively. Shown for all 104 test images.
thresholded to localize object pixels. We need to find the 3D location of these
object pixels to recover free space. The location of the vanishing points
provides camera calibration and a 3D reconstruction of the box up to a
scale [35, 40]. To obtain an absolute estimate of free space, we assume
that the camera is 4.5 feet above the floor (at about chest height), giving
a complete projection matrix; alternative possible sources of information
include the tendency of beds, tables, and other objects to be at fairly regular
heights [30, 41].
Using this projection matrix, we determine the visual hull corresponding
to object pixels. Assuming that the objects are supported by the floor and
are cuboid shaped, the footprint provides us with a vertical hull for the
object. To estimate this footprint, we project object pixels to the floor face
of the estimated box layout. The intersection of visual hull and vertical hull
provides us with the occupied portion of the room. We estimate this occupied
portion as voxels with 0.5 feet resolution. Figure. 2.7 shows estimated free
space for some examples with the occupied voxels shown in pink.
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Figure 2.7: Qualitative results for free space estimation. For each row, the
image in the first column shows the original image with object support
(obtained from our surface labels) shown in pink and the estimated box
layout overlaid on the top in red. The second column shows the result of
our free space estimation. Occupied voxels are shown in pink in the
rendered 3D room. Note that free space estimation accuracy depends on
the accuracy of box layouts and surface labels. The first and second rows
show the result with accurate estimated box layout and surface labels, the
third row with bad box layout, and the fourth row with bad surface labels.
Notice that small errors in box layout can result in considerable errors in
3D space. Best viewed in color.
2.5 Conclusion
We have proposed an approach to recover the spatial layout of cluttered
indoor scenes by modeling them jointly in terms of a 3D box layout and
surface labels of pixels. Our experiments show that the integrated reasoning
of box layout and object clutter allows better estimation of each. Our spatial
layout estimates are robust to clutter and can be used to estimate free space
and reason about objects more precisely.
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CHAPTER 3
OBJECT MODEL
The spatial layout model presented in Chapter 2 captures the extent of a
scene in a strict sense by modeling it as a 3D box. The model also robustly
estimates surface labels that capture the contents of the scene, i.e., objects.
However, they are treated merely as clutter, and their surface label-based
localization is just a 2D pixel labeling. Also, the interaction between the the
box layout and surface labels is limited to their overlap in the 2D image. In
this chapter, we present a model for objects that exploits the 3D constraints
imposed due to scene structure in a more strict sense. We propose to model
objects as cuboids in 3D that are axis aligned with the spatial layout(see
Fig. 3.1). We leverage layout information for object recognition in the fol-
lowing key ways. First, we adapt the 2D sliding window detector strategy to
a 3D domain, searching for parts in frontal-rectified view and stitching them
together with a sliding 3D cuboid. Second, we model the relations of the
objects with respect to the room, encoding soft constraints of size, visibility,
and likely position within the room.
Our work builds on a wide range of techniques from the literature on
object recognition, 3D scene modeling, and contextual reasoning. In object
recognition, the idea of sliding window detection with statistical templates
has long been a mainstay [42–45] due to its simplicity and effectiveness for
many categories. Within this framework, Dalal and Triggs [46] demonstrate
that spatially local histograms of gradient (HOG) are effective features for
pedestrian detection. More recently, Felzenszwalb et al. [47] extend this
model to allow deformable latent parts, each modeled by its own HOG-based
statistical template detector. We extend this idea to 3D. We model objects
as cuboids, composed of 3D planar parts whose orientations are defined with
respect to the dominant orientations of the room. Like recent work [46, 47],
we detect these parts using HOG-based detectors, but our gradient images are
frontally rectified such that rectangles in 3D become rectangles in the rectified
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Figure 3.1: Objects are modeled as axis aligned cuboids (shown in yellow)
with the scene. The scene is represented as a box layout (shown in red). By
using the surrounding scene perspective to help model appearance, we can
improve detection and localize the object in 3D. Furthermore, we show that
supplying more information about the spatial interactions with the scene
layout produces better detection.
image. This modification makes our detector invariant to viewpoint and is
necessary for the near-field case of indoor scenes, where object orientation
changes rapidly with its location in the image. Oriented 3D rectangles and
lattices have been shown to be useful for structure modeling by approaches
in [25, 48–50]. As with 2D sliding window detectors, we search for the objects
by scanning a 3D cuboid at increments of ground plane position and scale.
Several recent works (e.g., [51, 52]) also explore 3D-based object models,
typically modeling objects as a collection of affine-transformed parts that
have some spatial relation to each other or to the object center. These meth-
ods require complicated processes to align parts across views and instances
and to build categorical spatial models. Because we annotate the corners
of objects in training, our training and inference processes are very simple
but effective. We have found our 3D-based features to be complementary to
existing 2D models and show that a combination outperforms either alone.
Our work also adds to numerous efforts in image-based 3D scene estima-
tion [10, 16, 23, 26, 27], coherent scene understanding [31, 53–55] and contex-
tual reasoning [56–58]. Many previous approaches (such as [34, 54, 59]) use
context in the form of rough geometric constraints, such as relative location
and depth estimates, to improve object recognition in 2D. Our goal is to re-
cover the full 3D spatial extent of an object coherent with the surroundings,
which facilitates encoding of richer geometric constraints.
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Our probabilistic contextual reasoning most closely resembles works by
Hoiem et al. [30] and Leibe et al. [60]. Like Hoiem et al. [30], we softly
enforce size consistency through probabilistic inference. However, our 3D
object models allow us to avoid making assumptions of roughly level cameras
and orthographic projection, which is crucial for estimating object size in the
near-field. Leibe et al. [60] detect and track objects from a moving video while
constraining the objects to lie within the recovered street corridor. Because
our scene estimates are recovered from a single image, we marginalize over
the layouts while softly constraining that objects should lie within the room.
Additionally, we model the spatial position of objects with respect to the
walls.
3.1 Overview of our Approach
Figure 3.2 shows the overview of our approach. We start by detecting van-
ishing points corresponding to the three orthogonal directions of the world
using the vanishing point method from Sec. 2.2.1. This gives us the orienta-
tion of object cuboids. By assuming that objects rest on the floor we generate
object candidates at several scales and translations by sliding a cuboid on
floor planes at several different heights below camera. Figure 3.2(c) shows
some sample candidates obtained by our approach. An object cuboid is rep-
resented in terms of its planar sides or “faces.” We detect objects by search-
ing for their axis aligned faces using rectified gradient features as shown
in Fig. 3.2(d). Figure 3.2(e) shows several detected horizontal and vertical
cuboid faces parallel to the room orientation. These responses are combined
to score the object cuboids, which are further refined probabilistically by us-
ing the object and scene layout interaction. Figure 3.2(f) shows the detected
object.
3.2 Detecting Objects
Classical sliding window approaches provide 2D localization of objects and
cannot be easily used to predict 3D location and extent. Treating the objects
as 2D planar cardboards has a disadvantage of knowing very little about
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Figure 3.2: Our algorithm takes an original image and estimates the
vanishing points of the three orthogonal directions of the world. This fixes
the orientation of objects. We then generate many object candidates by
sliding a cuboid in 3D. A sample of candidates is shown with different
colors in (c). We detect cuboids by searching for their axis aligned “faces”
using rectified gradient features (shown in (d)). Some face samples with
high response in each of the three orientation are shown in (e) with red,
green, and yellow. The bed cuboid detected by this procedure is further
refined with the constraints provided by the box layout of the scene (shown
in red) using a simple probabilistic model. The highest scoring bed cuboid
is shown in yellow.
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their spatial interaction with the background. In structured environments,
geometric information can be used to obtain a reasonable 3D localization of
an object. By assuming that the faces of object cuboids are parallel to the
walls, the orientation of objects can be obtained from the room’s orientation
given by vanishing points. Following this, we build a searching strategy by
sliding a cuboid in 3D to obtain object hypotheses and looking for consistent
projected gradients in the image to score these hypotheses effectively.
We model objects as cuboid-shaped boxes resting on the floor in 3D. Most
of the objects in indoor settings can be approximated by cuboid-like struc-
tures, e.g., beds and other furniture. Also, in a typical setting, the objects
are parallel to room walls. Towards detecting objects in indoor scenes, we
thus first estimate vanishing points corresponding to the three orthogonal di-
rections of the room, which also serve as the vanishing points for the objects.
These vanishing points fix the object orientation with respect to the camera.
To estimate object translation, we generate object hypotheses constrained
according to the vanishing points. For each of these hypotheses, we extract
specialized features using perspective cues, and score them using a function
learned from training images.
3.2.1 Generating Object Hypotheses
To estimate the orientation of object cuboids in the image, we first estimate
the vanishing points corresponding to the three orthogonal directions of the
room. Using the vanishing points one can estimate the rotation of the camera
with respect to the room (and objects), as well as camera intrinsic param-
eters [35]. We next describe how we generate object hypotheses using the
information of vanishing points.
Given the vanishing points corresponding to the three orthogonal direc-
tions of the room, {vpi}
3
i=1, assuming a camera with zero skew and square
pixels, one can estimate the camera intrinsic matrix K and its rotation with
respect to the room, R. Let us consider the coordinate system centered at
the camera’s optical center whose axes are along the room directions: x axis
along the room width (left to right), y axis along room height (bottom to
top), and z axis along room depth (towards the camera). For a point X
in this coordinate system, its homogeneous coordinate projection in image
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plane x can be computed using the following projection relation.
cx = KRX (3.1)
We make the following assumptions about the objects:
1. The object planes are parallel to the walls. It is possible to search angles
that are not parallel to any wall, but we keep to the three principal
directions in this work.
2. The object base touches the floor. This is true for most furniture in a
room. Given a reference base corner point X of the object in 3D, the
other k corner points {Xi}ki=1 can be computed for given dimensions
of the object cuboid.
To generate object hypotheses, we first fix the camera height hc to an arbi-
trary value. Any object base corner point lying on the floor, X , should thus
satisfy X
T
n + hc = 0, where n = (0, 1, 0) is the normal to the floor plane.
We use this constraint to fix the reference base corner point of the object;
the other corners are computed using object dimensions. The projections of
these corners in the image can be computed using Equation (3.1). We gen-
erate these object hypotheses for different discrete values of camera heights
and object dimensions. For our experiments in Sec. 3.4, we vary camera
height from 2.5 ft to 8.5 ft with 1 foot increments and use the aspect ratios
of 2.5× 6 × 5 and 2.5× 7× 6 ft for beds in 3D. Note that the extent of the
floor plane for a camera height is bounded by the horizon line, the vanishing
line joining the horizontal vanishing points. We use this constraint to limit
the number of generated hypotheses. We typically get 4000 to 30000 object
hypotheses per image.
3.2.2 Scoring Object Hypotheses
Part-based approaches to modeling objects have shown good results. We
model an object cuboid c as a collection of its faces, i.e., c = {fi}Fi=1, where
F is the number of faces. Given the configuration of the object, some faces
are occluded; hence, we attach a face visibility variable, v = {vi}Fi=1. Since
the perspective distortion of each face is known, we extract features from each
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face after correcting for this distortion, denoted by G = {gi}
F
i=1 (see features
described next). We independently score each face using a linear function on
respective features, s(fi) = w
t
igi, where wi is the weight vector learned from
the linear support vector machine (SVM) [61]. To deal with variations in
object dimensions and for better localization, we allow the individual faces
to deform slightly. For this, we modify the score of each face by the best
scoring face in the neighboring object hypotheses, fj ∈ N (fi). The final
score of an object hypothesis c is thus given by
scr(c) =
∑
i vimaxfj∈N (fi) s(fj)∑
i vi
(3.2)
Rectified HOG Features. The standard histogram of oriented gradi-
ents (HOG) features implicitly assume that the 2D image projection is the
natural coordinate frame in which to view objects. Our method supposes
that a 3D coordinate frame oriented with the room is better. This removes
the perspective distortion and makes our features invariant to viewpoint for
the case of objects that are axis aligned with the scene. Constructing such
perspective corrected appearance descriptors has also been shown to be ef-
fective for matching outdoor structures by [62]. Here, we propose a rectified
variant of HOG features.
We propose a rectified version of HOG features. We first transform the
image gradients into the coordinate system defined by each pair of vanishing
points. Let us consider the gradient vector g¯ = (gx, gy) at a pixel in the
image. The transformed gradient is obtained by the following change of
basis operation:
g¯ = h1e¯1 + h2e¯2
where e¯1 and e¯2 are the vectors defined by the given pixel and the pair of
vanishing points, and h¯ = (h1, h2) is the transformed gradient. We bin these
tranformed gradients into six orientation bins. Figure 3.2(d) shows gradients
binned in the directions of each pair of vanishing points.
Efficient computation of HOG features is possible in rectangular windows;
however, the projection of oriented rectangles in 3D is not rectangular in
images. For this reason, we compute a histogram of gradients for a face in
rectified coordinates corresponding to its vanishing points where it is frontal.
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Figure 3.3: Computing rectified HOG. We construct the orientation
histograms with respect to the surrounding scene orientation (vanishing
points directions). Figure 3.2(d) shows gradients binned in the direction of
each pair of vanishing points. We further rectify these gradient images by
using a transformation induced by indexing pixels in the original image by
the angles they subtend at the vanishing points. Note that gradient images
are rectified and the original images are shown here only for simplicity.
Such a rectification allows efficient computation of HOG in rectangular
regions via integral images.
Gradient images are rectified by indexing the image pixels using angles that
they subtend at the vanishing points. Each face is divided into 5×5 cells and
local normalization is done as described in [47]. Figure 3.3(a,b) illustrates
this rectification for a face with vanishing points vp1, vp2, and the corre-
sponding HOG features are shown in Fig. 3.3(c). For simplicity, we show
the rectification on the original image; however, in principle, gradient images
(see Fig. 3.2(d)) are rectified. For computing the face score, HOG features
computed with respect to the vanishing points of that face are used. Apart
from HOG features, we also use the line-based features, which are counts
of the number of line pixels consistent with the orientation of the face and
average object label confidence, obtained from the surface label estimates of
Sec. 2.3 for each face.
Integrating the Scores of a 2D Detector. There has been noticeable
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progress in 2D recognition approaches. We show how our cuboid detector
can easily benefit from the state-of-art 2D methods [47]. Towards this goal,
we add the score of the 2D detector of [47] in the bounding box of the cuboid
to the score of the cuboids. Section 3.4 shows that we obtain an improved
detector by incorporating the information from the 2D detector.
3.3 Modeling Interaction Between Objects and Spatial
Layout
Objects live in the scene and thus have to follow certain constraints due to
the structure of the scene. These constraints can be used to help improve
object detection. Towards this end, we propose to explicitly model the spatial
interactions of objects with the scene in a simple probabilistic framework.
For scene structure, we use the box layout from Chapter 2. The choice
of this spatial layout representation is intuitive for reasoning about spatial
interaction between objects and the scene.
The box layout provides the extent of the walls and floor. The objects
inside the box cannot cross the boundaries of the walls. Also, some objects
tend to appear in certain spatial configurations with respect to the box. For
instance, beds inside the rooms tend to be close to the walls. Thus knowing
the extent of walls and floor provides important information about the place-
ment of objects. Similarly, an estimate of the location of different objects
inside the image can be used to refine the extent of wall-floor boundaries.
Towards joint reasoning of objects and layout, we propose a simple gen-
erative model, shown in Fig. 3.4. Here, {Oi}Ni=1, Oi ∈ {0, 1} are the object
variables, Oi is whether a particular object is present or not, N is the num-
ber of objects, L is the box layout of the scene, C is the camera height, and
I is the image evidence. We consider all the detections left after doing a
soft non-max suppression on the output of our cuboid detector (Sec. 3.2).
The non-max suppression step greedily selects the highest scoring detections
while rejecting the ones that overlap by more than a certain threshold with
the existing selected detections. We use the threshold of 0.85 in our experi-
ments. Here we have used beds as objects; however, our framework is general
enough to be applicable to other objects as well. The joint distribution over
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Figure 3.4: Joint model of objects and the spatial layout. Objects are
independent, given layout and camera, leading to simple inference. Several
spatial constraints, such as objects cannot penetrate walls and tend to
occur at certain distances from the wall, can be encoded via this model
(read text for more details). We show that incorporating such constraints
leads to significant improvement in detecting objects.
objects, layout, and camera can be written as
P (O1, . . . , ON , L, C|I) = P (C)P (L|C, I)
N∏
i=1
P (Oi|L,C, I) (3.3)
Here, P (C) is the prior on camera height, assumed to be a Gaussian with
mean µ = 5.5 ft (about eye level) and standard deviation σ = 3 ft. P (L|C, I)
is the layout likelihood conditioned on the camera, which is estimated using
layout scores obtained from the layout detector of Chapter 2 and features
such as box layout height and depth given the camera height. P (Oi|L,C, I)
is the object likelihood conditioned on the layout and camera modeled as a
logistic function given by
P (Oi|L,C, I) = 1/(1 + exp(−w
Tφ(Oi, L, C))) (3.4)
where φ(Oi, L, C) is the feature set, consisting of (1) scores from our object
detector (described in Sec. 3.2); (2) inferred object height given the cam-
era height and horizon; and (3) object-layout interaction features (described
next). Objects are assumed to be independent given layout and the camera
after non-max suppression, which leads to simple inference. We compute
object marginals over a discrete set of sample values for camera heights and
box layout. In our experiments, we marginalize over the top high ranked 100
box layouts.
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3.3.1 Interaction Features
We propose the object and layout interaction features which model 3D spatial
constraints. This is possible due to the 3D localization of objects provided
by our object detector and the 3D extent of walls, and floor obtained from
our spatial layout model in Chapter 2. As interaction features, we use (a)
overlap between an object’s footprint and the floor as an indicator of the
extent of the object crossing the floor, i.e., into the walls; and (b) distance
between the object and the walls, which is computed as the distance between
the object and the nearest wall boundary, capturing the tendency of objects
to occur at fairly consistent positions with respect to the layout.
Each of the above conditional likelihoods is trained using logistic regres-
sion. The outputs of logistic regression are well-calibrated probabilities. In-
ference is exact and straightforward on the above model.
3.4 Experiments
We evaluate our object detector and the joint layout model for detecting beds
on a subset of 310 images of our indoor scene dataset (Sec. 1.3). We have
ground truth corners of beds in these images. We split this set randomly into
180 training and 130 test images.
Cuboid face detectors are trained using only bed images. We train one
common detector for all the vertical faces of a cuboid and one for the hor-
izontal faces. Faces that have overlap less than 50% with the ground truth
are used as negative samples for the detector. We train the face detector
using a linear SVM. For a face we allow some deformation by choosing its
score as the maximum amongst all the faces having more than 75% overlap
with it. Figure 3.5 shows the precision-recall curves for our bed detector.
Precision is the number of correct detections, and recall is the number of
objects that are retrieved. We compare our detector with the state-of-art
2D detector of Felzenszwalb et al. [47], which we train on our dataset. We
use evaluation criteria similar to VOC Challenge. Precision-recall curves are
obtained for the bounding box of the detected cuboids in order to compare
with our baseline [47], which outputs bounding boxes. Average precision
(AP) is computed over the entire test set. Our cuboid detector for beds has
an AP of 0.513 vs. 0.542 for the well-engineered 2D detector of [47].
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Figure 3.5: Precision-recall curves for bed cuboid detector trained on our
dataset of indoor images (computed as bounding box overlap in (a)). We
compare our method (blue curve) with the state-of-art 2D object template
detection method of Felzenszwalb et al. [47] (black curve). Better
performance is achieved by combining the scores of the 2D detector with
our cuboids, which suggests some amount of complementary information
provided by each. The cuboid detector is further improved by using the
interactions with scene layout via a joint model (green curve). In (b), we
show the precision-recall curves computed using the overlap of the convex
hull of the cuboids. Here we achieve results similar to (a). Note that this is
a stricter criterion for evaluating localization. We cannot compute this
measure for [47] since its output is a bounding box.
To evaluate the additional information that is captured by our cuboid
detector as compared to the 2D detector of [47], we combine the detection
scores of this detector with our cuboid detector scores. For this we simply
add to our score, the score of this detector in the bounding box of the cuboid.
We obtain an improvement of 0.05 AP over [47] and 0.08 AP on our original
cuboid detector (see Table 3.1). This suggests that 2D and cuboid detectors
each have information to contribute to the other. We also show precision-
recall curves in Fig. 3.5(b) computed using overlaps of the projected convex
hull of the cuboids. Note that this is a stricter localization criterion because
it also requires the object faces to overlap. We get similar improvement in
performance by adding the score of the 2D detector to our cuboid detector.
In Fig. 3.6 we show selected high-ranked true positives (first four rows)
and false positives (last row) of our cuboid detector. The cuboid detector
often accurately localizes the bed in the images. It confuses other objects
that have strong oriented gradients on them, such as beds (5th row, 3rd and
4th column). As seen in Fig. 3.6, the detector is robust to cropping (3rd
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Figure 3.6: Examples of high scoring detection selected from the first 100
top ranked detections of our algorithm on the test set images. The first four
rows show true positives, ground truth positives that are detected as
positive, and the last row shows examples of false positives, negatives that
are detected as the positives. Many false positives, such as the dining table
and the sofa, are due to the high response of our detector to the strong
oriented gradients in these areas.
row, 1st column), occlusion (4th row, 2nd column), and clutter (4th row, 4th
column).
Finally, we evaluate the performance of our joint object layout model. We
achieve an AP of 0.628 from marginal estimates of objects obtained from our
joint model. Figure 3.7 shows several examples of improved object detections
obtained by joint reasoning of the box layout, camera, and the object cuboid.
Notice how the interaction features of object and box layout help to push
the beds closer to the walls. The camera height prior helps in pruning out
the detects with unlikely dimensions in 3D.
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Figure 3.7: Examples of improved object detections by joint modeling of
objects and the scene layout. The first row shows the best ranked box
layout of the scene. The second row shows the highest scoring beds by our
cuboid detector in each image. The third row shows the highest scoring
best detection obtained from our joint model. Note that the first row shows
only the best box layout for an image ranked by the box layout detector of
Chapter 2; the bed detection is, however, obtained using marginal
estimates of objects over discrete sample set of multiple high scoring box
layouts. Notice how the joint model captures the tendency of beds
occurring close to the wall, and how the camera height prior prunes out the
the detections with wrong scale estimates.
3.5 Conclusion
We have developed a detector to locate objects of a specific geometry in
an indoor scene, while using object geometry, scene geometry, and their
mutual interactions. Using just a single image, the detector computes object
localization in 3D that includes its location, orientation, and extent, which is
considerably more information when compared to 2D object detectors. The
2D localization performance of the detector is comparable to the state-of-
the-art. When we combine our detector with a state-of-the-art 2D detector,
there is a significant boost in performance, which indicates that the geometric
constraints are highly informative.Furthermore, the visual results indicate
that the detector can localize the object nicely, up to the level of its individual
parts. Such a 3D object detector can be used for generating a complete 3D
layout of an image, which can, in turn, aid graphics applications such as free
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Table 3.1: Average precision (AP) for beds. Our 3D cuboid detector is
comparable with the state-of-art 2D object template detection method of
Felzenszwalb et al. [47]. The combination of two detectors results in
improvement in performance over each. The precise 3D extent of objects
provided by our cuboid detector facilitates incorporation of richer scene
context, which further improves object detection significantly.
Method 1.Cuboid 2. [47] 1+2 1+2+scene layout
Average Precision 0.513 0.542 0.596 0.628
space estimation, 3D walk-throughs, and image editing.
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CHAPTER 4
FREE SPACE
In the previous chapters, we described how to recover the spatial layout
of a scene and detect axis aligned objects in a scene. In this chapter, we
build upon these frameworks to recover free space in the scene. In Chapter
2, we show a method to mark individual voxels in 3D as occupied or free.
However, this abstraction of free space may not be useful for all applications;
for instance, when one wants to find the supporting surfaces in the scene.
Here we describe an approach to parse a scene in terms of object boxes,
which provides a more global estimate of free space, along with an estimate
of horizontal supporting surfaces and vertical surfaces of objects in the scene.
There has been very little previous work related to estimating free space
from a single image of a scene. Nabbe et al. [63] use image based appearance
models to obtain a labeling of a scene in terms of horizontal, support, and
sky surfaces for path planning applications in outdoor scenes. In a work
contemporary to ours, Gupta et al. [64] estimate a parse of outdoor images in
terms of blocks, while reasoning about mechanical constraints between them.
In a sequel, [65], they use our voxel based free space estimates (from Chapter
2), to predict human action affordances in an indoor scene. However, none of
this work explicitly reasons about the free space in the scene and evaluates
performance in 3D.
Towards estimating free space in the scene, we propose an approach of
detecting a generic class of “boxy objects” (e.g., bed, sofa, chair, and tables)
that can be approximated as boxes in 3D. We extend our basic cuboid object
model in Chapter 3 to build a “boxy detector.” To model objects like sofas
and chairs, we consider an additional backrest attached to a base cuboid
that may or may not be present. We further incorporate spatial constraints
between the objects (e.g., objects cannot occupy the same volume) to obtain
improved cuboid estimates. This is simliar to recent approaches ([66, 67])
about reasoning about the spatial layout of objects in an image. Like Sadeghi
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and Farhadi [67], we encode spatial constraints via a set of context features,
computed for an object using high scoring nearby detections. Re-scoring
based on these features softly enforces spatial rules while avoiding the difficult
inference problem. We extend the spatial reasoning of these methods to 3D,
and our features are guided by the basic rules of visibility and occupancy in
3D.
With a goal of making accurate free space predictions in 3D, we also pro-
pose a local contrast based refinement for object cuboids. Here, we propose
local image contrast features based on image edges and corners to localize
the edges of cuboids more precisely in 3D. We search a small neighborhood
around the detected cuboids by locally moving its boundaries in 3D and
scoring them using models learned on the training data. We also develop
a specialized “peg” feature that captures the thin leg structures of objects
such chairs and tables and helps in accurately localizing their floor contact
points, which is necessary for reliable recovery of free space.
An important contribution of our work is the 3D based evaluation of free
space estimates. Standard detection methods evaluate performance in terms
of the object’s bounding box in the image. Some segmentation based meth-
ods also report pixelwise performance of the detected object support in the
image. However, evaluation in the image space is not always sufficient to
know how accurately one can recover the object’s position and extent in 3D.
Depending on perspective distortion caused by the projection of a scene onto
the image plane, small estimation errors in the image can result in significant
error in 3D. On the other hand, many high-level cognitive tasks that involve
interactions with the scene, e.g., navigation, require precise localization of
the objects in 3D. We believe that evaluating image detection methods ex-
plicitly for their 3D errors, whenever possible, could potentially lead to image
analysis methods that are more crucial for the specific 3D tasks.
4.1 Generic Boxy Objects
To parse the scene in terms of the space occupied by objects and free space, we
first need to detect different objects in the scene. The object model proposed
in Chapter 3 can be easily extended for generic boxy objects. The space of
all possible objects in a scene is very large; thus, for indoor scenes we only
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consider beds, sofas, chairs, and tables. We divide the space of objects into
cuboids with aspect ratios corresponding to these four categories and learn
their models separately. This makes the search computationally feasible,
since given the aspect ratio, the object model to be evaluated is known, which
obviates the need to evaluate all object models on all candidate cuboids.
The division of the search space w.r.t. aspect ratios is also motivated by
the fact that objects having different 3D aspect ratios should have different
appearance models representing them. Note that towards estimating the
free space in a scene, we do not need to account for the interclass confusions
between different types of objects, e.g., detecting a bed as a table does not
affect the free space estimates.
The cuboid detectors are trained for each type of the object (bed, sofa,
chair, and table, as described Sec. 3.4), except that we use different aspect ra-
tios to model different objects. Thus two vertical face models are trained per
object. We define the aspect ratio for a boxy object by a 4-tuple comprising
the ratio of the height, width, and length of its base cuboid and the height of
its headrest: dims = (nh, nw, nl, nhres). The width of the headrest is the same
as that of the base cuboid, and its length is negligible; hence, they are not
used. We use an aspect ratio of dims = (3, 5, 7, 3) for beds, dims = (3, 4, 7, 3)
for sofas, dims = (3, 3, 3, 3) for chairs, and dims = (3, 3, 3, 0) for tables. Note
that since tables do not have a headrest, we used nhres = 0. This determines
the number of cells used to divide the corresponding object faces to com-
pute the rectified HOG features (Sec. 3.2.2), which in turn determines the
length of the cuboid model. Cuboid candidates are generated for each object
type, following the procedure described in Sec. 3.2.1, where multiple camera
heights and 3D dimensions are used to account for changes in scale and small
3D deformations. Features are extracted using the aspect ratio parameters
for that object, and the candidates are scored using the corresponding cuboid
model. We concatenate the top ranked detections of each of these four dif-
ferent cuboid detectors to create a single boxy object detector that detects
a general class of objects which can be approximated as boxes.
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4.1.1 Context Features
In Chapter 3 we proposed a joint model for encoding the contextual informa-
tion provided by the surrounding scene layout to improve object detection.
This model captures the spatial constraints between objects and the scene;
for instance, objects cannot cross scene boundaries. However, this model
assumes independence between objects and does not capture interactions
between them. When independently detecting multiple objects in the scene,
one object doesn’t know about the other objects and the detections can pos-
sibly violate 3D occupancy constraints, e.g., two objects cannot occupy the
same volume. There could be multiple overlapping detections that compete
for the same image features. To enforce the mutual exclusion constraint via
the joint model in Chapter 3 would require adding links between each pair
of objects, which would result in a highly connected model. Both training
and inference are hard for such models. Simple greedy inference procedures
have been tried on similar problems (Desai et al. [66]). Instead of relying on
a greedy method, here we propose a context based rescoring approach that
takes the initial detections from the cuboids detectors and rescores them us-
ing a set of context features derived from the other nearby detections. For
this, we design an appropriate set of 3D context features that softly enforce
constraints of size, visibility, and mutual exclusion in 3D.
We use interaction features between detections, guided by basic rules of
visibility and 3D occupancy. Given a detection Cu, high scoring detections
C are chosen in its vicinity, which satisfy specific 3D relationships w.r.t. Cu.
Relative attributes of the maximum scoring detection satisfying each of the
following 3D relationships with Cu are encoded as context features.
1. C lies inside Cu, i.e., C ∈ Cu.
2. C contains Cu, i.e., Cu ∈ C.
3. C almost completely overlaps with Cu, i.e., C Cu.
4. C lies close to Cu in 3D, i.e., C ∈ nbd(Cu), where nbd is the defined
neighborhood for Cu.
5. C occludes Cu.
6. C is occluded by Cu.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of high scoring nearby detections(shown in blue) that
are used to compute contextual features for a given cuboid (shown in
yellow). Example cuboid that is (left-to-right, top-to-bottom) close to,
contained inside, occluded by, almost overlapping, contains, and occludes
the given cuboid.
Figure 4.1 shows examples of these spatial relationships between objects.
We use the ratio of scores, 3D heights, and 3D volume overlap between the
highest scoring candidate for each set C and Cu as features. We also add
the score of a 2D detector [47] around our detections and features based on
object’s height, amount of the object crossing the floor boundary, and dis-
tance to walls, as explained in Sec. 3.3.1 w.r.t. the top three ranked box
layouts. For training we take the top 100 detections from each bed, sofa,
chair, and table detector. We train a logistic regression model as in Equa-
tion 3.4. Using this context feature based model, we re-rank the detections.
This re-ranking softly incorporates the geometric constraints between differ-
ent detections. For example, if there is a stronger detection that violates
visibility or mutual exclusion constraints as above, the score of the current
detection is reduced. Similarly, the presence of high scoring candidates that
almost overlap a detection boosts its score.
4.1.2 Experiments
We evaluate our boxy object detector on a subset of 592 images of our indoor
scene dataset (Sec. 1.3). For these images we have ground truth corners of
different objects, e.g., beds, sofas, chairs, tables, and dressers. We split this
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Figure 4.2: Generic boxy object detections in the indoor images. First
three detections are shown for each image. Thickness of the boundary
shows the rank of the detection.
set randomly into 348 training and 244 test images.
For each object, we generate candidates with several different dimen-
sions. We use the following dimensions for height, width, and length of
the base-block and height of the backrest: bed: (2, 6, 5, 1), (3, 7, 5.5, 2.5),
(2.5, 7, 6, 2.0); sofa: (1.5, 3.4, 7.3, 1.66), (1.5, 3.4, 5.6, 1.6), (1.5, 3.4, 3.66, 1.6);
chair: (1.5, 1.4, 1.4, 1.75), (1.6, 2.25, 2.5, 1.5); table: (1.75, 1.3, 1.3), (1.5, 4.3, 1.6),
(2.5, 4.8, 2), (2.3, 5, 3.5), (2.3, 6, 3.5). The backrest width is fixed to 0.1 foot
for all the objects. Sofas and chairs always have a backrest, and beds may or
may not have a backrest depending on whether adding the backrest increases
the score in Equation 3.2; tables do not have a backrest.
Figure 4.2 shows the first three detections of our boxy object detector. The
boxy detector can detect objects across different size and aspect ratios. Most
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Figure 4.3: Precision-recall for boxy object detector. (a) Computed as
bounding box overlap of object cuboids. Red curve shows the performance
for concatenating the top few detections from each bed, sofa, chair, and
table detector. Green curve shows the performance for rescoring the cuboid
detections using the context features. Blue curve shows the performance for
scoring the cuboids by adding the score of the 2D detector from [47]. (b)
Precision-recall for detecting horizontal and vertical object faces computed
in terms of face polygon overlaps.
of the detections occur on objects present in the scene. The false positives
are located at high oriented gradient portions of image, e.g., the carpet in
the first row, second image. Precision-recall curves for boxy object detection
are shown in Fig. 4.3(a). These are computed for bounding boxes of the
object cuboids. In addition to a standard non-maximum suppression, which
removes overlapping detections in image in a greedy manner, we also apply
a 3D based non-maximum suppression. A detection is added if at least 25%
of its 3D volume is unexplained by the previous detections. The average
precision (AP) of taking the top 100 detections for each bed, sofa, chair, and
table cuboid detector and ranking them according to the cuboid detector
score is 0.30. Adding the score of the 2D detector [47] to our cuboid detector
results in an increased AP of 0.38. Rescoring based on the context features
described in Sec. 4.1.1 results in an AP of 0.39. In Fig. 4.3(b) we show
precision-recall for horizontal supporting surfaces and vertical surfaces of the
objects. True positive faces are defined by a standard 50% overlap criterion
with the unexplained ground truth faces.
The precision-recall measure shown here evaluates the detections in 2D
image space. Figure 4.4 shows the floor occupancy map for an image. The
occupancy map shows the points on the floor that are occupied in color. The
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Figure 4.4: Floor error. Floor occupancy map of the detected bed cuboid
(top image) shown in bottom left. Ground truth floor map for this object,
shown in bottom right. Ground truth floor is shown in Gray. Note that
even when the detection has very good overlap in the image with the
ground truth, overlap on the floor is much less.
ground truth floor occupancy map is shown on the right, and the occupancy
map corresponding to the detection shown in this image is shown on the
left. Note that even when the detection has good overlap with the object in
the image, the overlap of the detection with the object on the floor in 3D is
actually very low. The footprint of the ground truth object is overlaid on the
top in green to indicate the difference in the floor occupancy of the actual
object and the detection. Errors measured in the image domain are not very
indicative of actual errors in 3D; in fact small errors in 2D could result in
substantial errors in 3D depending on perspective distortion and accuracy
of the recovered single-view calibration. Our experiments (Sec. 4.2.2) show
that some detections with high image overlap have very low or even zero 3D
overlap. This therefore suggests a further need to push the accuracy of 2D
localization and single-view methods. Other sources of information such as
multiple images or depth maps can be used when available. Refer to Chapter
5 for a more detailed discussion on obtaining improved 3D estimates from
single-view methods. Towards obtaining improved localization of objects in
3D, we next describe an approach for refining 2D image localization of our
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cuboids using local contrast based image features.
4.2 Refining Objects
The cuboid detector pools local gradient information from the interior of
each face of the cuboid. Using HOG features, it captures the overall distri-
bution of gradients across the cuboid faces. As seen in Figs. 4.4 and 4.2, the
detected cuboids thus explain high oriented gradients portions in the image,
but they need not be exactly aligned with the actual boundaries of objects.
In addition, our sliding window based cuboid detector can also miss object
boundaries, since the candidates are sampled from a uniform grid on the floor
in 3D. Scoring the overall gradients present on the objects makes our detector
robust, which leads to good approximate initial cuboid detections. Also, this
global pooling of image evidence avoids early fitting to local noisy structures,
thus providing a good starting point for more detailed local reasoning later.
We thus refine these approximate detections, by adding more detailed local
reasoning based on image edges and corners around the boundaries of the
detected cuboids.
Our refinement approach consists of moving our detected cuboid in 3D,
projecting it onto the image, and scoring the local contrast evidence for this
projection. We move the floor edges and height of the cuboid in 3D. We have
five parameters, four corresponding to rectangular footprint of the cuboid and
one for the height of the cuboid. We search in a small local neighborhood
around each corner of the cuboid at a finely sampled grid on the floor. For
scoring a refined candidate, we compute its local contrast features, and learn
a linear SVM classifier on the training set using ground truth cuboid markups
of the objects. We next describe our local contrast features.
4.2.1 Local Contrast Features
We build local contrast features around the visible boundaries and corners of
a given cuboid. We use two types of contrast features: edge based features
determining how well the visible cuboid boundaries fit the image edges, and
corner based features determining how well the cuboid corners fit the image
corners. To compute edge based features, we first detect Canny edges [68],
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followed by linking of edge pixels into connected contours and straight line
fitting. For this we use publicly available code at [69]. Given a visible
boundary of a cuboid, we look for edge segments which are oriented along
the boundary within a thin tube around it. We project these edge pixels
on the boundary, and count the fraction of the boundary supported by such
edge pixels. We compute these features for visible vertical, top, floor-contact,
and folding boundaries of the cuboids. We also compute this edge contrast
feature for a tube located at the middle of the visible vertical faces of the
cuboid.
We use three types of corner based features. As the first feature, we
compute the standard Harris [70] cornerness measure as below:
harr = (I2x ∗ I
2
y − (IxIy)
2)/(I2x + I
2
y ) (4.1)
where Ix, Iy are image gradients in x and y directions, respectively. For each
floor corner, we compute the maximum Harris score in a small window around
it. The second corner feature we use is the difference of color histograms
on the two sides of the corner, the object and the background sides. This
feature is helpful to delineate the object if it has a color distinct from the
background. In addition to the above standard cornerness measures, we also
develop a specialized corner filter called “peg detector.” We observe that to
obtain accurate localization of objects in 3D and to estimate free space on
the floor, it is important to accurately recover the floor contact points of the
object. Figure 4.8, last row, third image, shows an example of a cuboid that
is detected slightly above its true position in the image, which results in a
considerable shift of its footprint on the floor. For many sofas, chairs, and
tables, no edge boundary based evidence exists for the floor contact points,
except for thin leg-like structures that we term as “pegs.” We thus develop
a specialized peg detector, depicted in Fig. 4.5. A peg is characterized by a
vertical edge on its top right and top left portions, a horizontal edge at the
center, and no edges below it. To compute the peg response at a point, we
take the edge response around it. The top right (left) vertical response ftr
(ftl) is computed as the fraction of the vertical axis above the center point,
which has a vertical edge to its right (left). The horizontal edge response
fh is computed as the fraction of the horizontal axis which has an edge to
its top or bottom within a window. Similarly, the bottom edge response fb
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Figure 4.5: Reliable detection of floor contact points of the objects is
required for accurate recovery of floor occupancy. We build a specialized
peg filter to detect peg-like structures in the image such as contact points
of the legs of a chair or table. This filter localizes the structures with two
vertical edges terminating with a horizontal edge. It is designed as a
combination of three component filters. The first one counts the number of
vertical edge pixels on the top-left and top-right of the filter axis projected
on it. The second one subtracts the projected vertical edge pixels from left
and right in the bottom part of the filter. Third component counts the edge
pixels projected on the middle horizontal axis of the filter.
is computed as the fraction of the vertical axis below the point that has a
vertical edge to its right or left. The final peg response is computed as
fpeg = min{ftr, ftl} × (1− fb)× fh (4.2)
Example detections of the peg filter are shown in Fig. 4.6. We encode the
maximum score of the peg filter in a small window around the floor corners of
the cuboid. We also compute the maximum peg response outside the cuboid
to capture the absence of pegs below the object cuboid boundary.
In addition to edge and corner features explained above, we also use surface
label based features. Surface labels are estimated as described in Chapter 2.
We use the gradient of the floor and object confidence in tubes around the
floor and vertical boundaries of the cuboid.
4.2.2 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our local contrast based refinement, we use
the same dataset and train-test split as in Sec. 4.1.2. We train separate linear
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Figure 4.6: We refine the detected objects using local contrast features. We
use straight line segments obtained by fitting lines in the linked Canny
edges as shown in the first row. The second row shows the response of the
“peg” filter that captures peg-like structures in the image, such as contact
points for legs of chairs or tables.
SVM classifiers for beds, sofas, chairs, and tables. As positive examples for
training, we use the ground truth cuboid markups for the respective class. As
negative examples, we sample neighboring cuboids which have less than 50%
convex hull overlap with any ground truth. We expect the trained models
to reflect the characteristics of the object class, e.g., beds have high contrast
at floor boundaries, chairs and tables have pegs, and sofas may have high
contrast floor boundaries or pegs. During testing, the class of a cuboid is
determined by its aspect ratio, and the corresponding classifier is used to
refine it. We next measure the performance of our local refinement step,
quantitatively and qualitatively, as both image and in 3D.
Figures. 4.7 and 4.8 show qualitative results of our local refinment algo-
rithm. For each image we show an original cuboid detection in the first row
and the result of local refinement in the second row. The corresponding floor
occupancy maps before and after local refinement are shown in the third row,
left and right, respectively. The ground truth footprint is overlaid on the top
in green. Figure 4.7 shows several examples where high contrast floor edges
and high scoring pegs result in improvement in floor overlap. In Fig. 4.8 we
show some failure cases. In the presence of clutter, cuboid edges can latch
on the neighboring objects, which results in poor overlap with the original
object. The last image in Fig. 4.8 shows an original detection for a sofa with
pegs that shifts upwards from its correct position, thus giving an erroneous
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Figure 4.7: Local contrast based cuboid refinement. For each image we
show the initial cuboid detection (first row), refined detection (second row),
and corresponding floor occupancy maps (third row). The initial floor map
is shown on the left and the refined one is shown on the right. The ground
truth object footprint is overlaid on the top in green and the floor is shown
in gray. Notice how the presence of strong floor edges help improve the
floor overlap for the two bed images. Similarly, peg features help fix the
erroneous footprint of the chair in the first column and tables in the last
column.
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Figure 4.8: Local contrast based cuboid refinement. For each image we
show the initial cuboid detection (first row), refined detection (second row),
and corresponding floor occupancy maps (third row). The initial floor map
is shown on the left and the refined one is shown on the right. The ground
truth footprint is overlaid on the top in green and the floor is shown in
gray. Local features based reasoning can result in wrongly fixating cuboid
boundaries of an object on the other strong edges of the neighboring
objects or the object itself.
footprint. This is because most of the images in our training set for sofas
have solid base cuboids and do not have pegs; hence, local features based
classifier does not learn to account for pegs.
Table 4.1: Average floor overlap of a detection before and after local
contrast based refinement. First column shows average overlap over all the
detections; second column shows average floor overlap for only not-hard
ground truths, i.e., objects that are not marked as cropped or occluded.
Third column is average floor overlap for non-hard ground truths and good
detections, which have good initial floor overlap with the ground truths.
Average floor overlap improves after refinement over all detections; floor
overlap for unoccluded uncropped objects improves significantly.
Average overlap All Not-hard Not-hard+good
Before 19.13% 21.57% 37.47%
After 20.27% 25.98% 41.12%
Table. 4.1 shows average floor overlap per detection before and after local
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contrast based reasoning. Overlap is computed as the intersection over the
union of the rectangular footprint of the detection with the closest ground
truth object. Average floor overlap over all detections improves by about
1%. Local refinement results in significant improvement for not-hard objects
that are not marked as occluded or cropped in the ground truth annotations.
For occluded and cropped objects, the local refinement can lead to erroneous
footprints, as shown in some of failure cases in Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.9 we show
the scatter plot of the floor overlap of the detections, corresponding to not-
hard objects, before and after the local refinement. For most detections, the
overlap improves after refinement, while for some cases confusion caused by
local clutter can decrease the overlap. We next describe our evaluation for
free space.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Relationship between image overlap and 3D floor overlap of
the detected cuboids with the closest ground truth. Some detections with
high 2D overlap have very low or zero 3D overlap. However, high 3D
overlap always implies good 2D overlap. (b) Floor overlap of the detections
before and after local refinement. Local refinement improves overlap in
most of the cases and in some cases it does make the overlap worse.
Towards estimating free space in a scene, we evaluate our algorithm for la-
beling object and non-object pixels in the image, as well as different surfaces
of the objects. Figure 4.10 shows precision-recall characteristics for estimat-
ing pixels corresponding to objects, horizontal object surfaces, and vertical
object surfaces. To compute these, each pixel is assigned the confidence value
equal to the maximum scoring detection containing it. Given a confidence
threshold, precision and recall measures are computed by comparing the de-
tected pixels above the threshold against the true labeling. The labeling of
the object pixels improves by our proposed local refinement step.
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Figure 4.10: Precision-recall for labeling image pixels as objects (occupied),
horizontal and vertical faces of the objects. Precision is the percentage of
pixels correctly labeled and recall is the percentage of pixels that are
detected. The curve is generated by varying a threshold on confidence of
the detection, where each pixel is assigned a confidence of the maximum
scoring cuboid occupying it. Object labeling in images improves by local
contrast features (green curves).
Along the same lines as the above 2D image measure, we compute a
precision-recall measure over voxels in 3D. Assuming a fixed camera height
and using the camera parameters estimated from vanishing point locations,
we compute the 3D voxels occupied by the detected cuboids and ground
truth markups. We use a voxel grid with 0.25 ft resolution. The voxels are
assigned a confidence value equal to that of the maximum scoring detection
containing it. Figure 4.11(a) shows the precision-recall curve computed by
varying the detection threshold. Our local feature based refinement step
clearly improves the 3D voxel estimates.
For some tasks such as navigation, the height of the occupied area above
the ground is not important. Distance to the closest occupied points on
the floor are sufficient to decide the steps on the floor. We propose distance
based measures for floor occupancy that capture the detection characteristics
similar to precision-recall measures (Fig. 4.11(b)). First, a point on the floor
in 3D is assigned a confidence equal to the maximum scoring detection that
contains it. Detected floor points greater than a confidence threshold are
chosen. A measure δprec is computed as the distance of the closest ground
truth point for each detection, averaged over all detections (Equation 4.3).
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This is similar to 1−precision, since it measures how close are the detections
to ground truths. Similarly, a measure δrec is computed as the distance
of the closest detection for each ground truth point, averaged over ground
truths.This is similar to 1−recall, since it measures how well are the ground
truth points detected.
δprec =
∑m
j=1min1≤i≤n δ(gi, dj)
m
δrec =
∑n
i=1min1≤j≤m δ(gi, dj)
n
(4.3)
Here m,n are the number of detected floor points and the number of ground
truth occupied points, δ(gi, dj) is the distance between i
th ground truth point
and jth detected point. Note however that (δprec, δrec) pair measures the
precision-recall characteristics in a soft manner, since individual detections
are not assigned binary values of correct or incorrect detections. We normal-
ize these measures between (0, 1) by using a sigmoid function with σ = 2.
In Fig. 4.11(b), we plot 1 − δrec versus 1 − δprec. We show some qualitative
results for our free space estimation in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Precision-recall for 3D voxel occupancy of indoor scenes.
(b) Precision-recall curve for floor occupancy using distances on floor (see
text for details). The curves for original cuboids are shown in red and those
for refined cuboids are shown in green.
4.3 Conclusion
We have built a method to obtain free space inside the scene from its sin-
gle image. Our method localizes object boxes and estimates horizontal and
vertical surfaces of objects in 3D. We have proposed many 3D based per-
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formance measures to evaluate the estimated free space qualitatively and
quantitatively. The free space output can be used for applications such as
robot navigation, inserting new objects, or animation in the scene.
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Figure 4.12: Free space. For each image we show the top three detections
(first row) and corresponding floor occupancy maps (second row). The
ground truth occupancy map is shown on the left and occupancy map
corresponsing to our detections is shown on the right. Color of the
occupancy map shows the relative height of the detections and intensity
shows their confidence. Ground truth floor is shown in gray.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have proposed a 3D spatial layout model for a scene that
captures its overall structure, and a cuboid model for objects that detects
their extent in 3D. Our models lead to coarse geometric information but
can still potentially enable many useful interactions with the scene. In this
chapter, we discuss some applications of our spatial layout and object models
and some possible future extensions.
5.1 Applications
3D Context for Object Recognition. Efficacy of spatial context for
object recognition has been established by previous works including [30, 66,
71]. The 3D models for scene layout and objects that we have developed here
can be used to encode rich 3D contextual cues between objects and scene.
For instance, contextual models in image space are limited to 2D spatial
relationships such as above, below, top-left, and bottom-right. With 3D
based representations, one can model physical relationships between objects
such as occlusion, support, occupancy, and containment. We captured some
of these 3D physical relationships in the form of context features in our joint
model in Chapter 2 and our context re-scoring model in Chapter 3. One
could also encode these relationships as explicit 3D constraints, which could
be enforced softly through a probabilistic model.
Free Space. Our free space algorithm presented in Chapter 4 can be
used towards many applications such as autonomous robot navigation, object
insertion, and determining human workspace in the scene. Free space on the
floor can be used to create synthetic walk-throughs for graphics applications.
Our representation of free space also gives us the horizontal and vertical
surfaces of a scene, which can be used to determine the supporting surfaces
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Figure 5.1: Inserting objects in legacy photos – Renderings produced
by our system. First row, first image shows the original image along with
the user provided annotations of geometry. Scene geometry is modeled by
the box layout (shown by red dotted lines). Supporting surface for inserting
an object is marked as a polygon shown in Blue and a line along its height
shown in Green. Objects can be convincingly inserted in the scene e.g. on
the supporting surfaces of another object such as a table top or behind an
occluder. Object size, contact and visibility are automatically handled by
the system once these markups are provided. Objects are also lit naturally
and shadows are created using a lighting model of the scene estimated using
simple markups of the scene’s light sources (not shown here) and geometry
(as described in [72]). The rendered images are shown in the right.
for inserting new objects. Gupta et al. [65] show use of free space estimates
to predict the affordances of various human actions (e.g., sitting, sleeping,
and reaching) in the scene.
Scene Editing. We have built an interactive application [72] to insert
synthetic objects into legacy photographs, using our box layout model and
the perspective geometry methods. Existing methods for rendering synthetic
objects in a scene require access to the scene through special equipment [73],
multiples images, or other aids. Our method achieves realistic rendering of
sythetic objects using a single photograph of the scene. Figure 5.1 shows
examples of renderings that are obtained by our system.
Since the box layout has so few parameters, just the corners and the ori-
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entation, we ask the user to mark up the corners of the box in the image,
which task requires only a few mouse clicks using our interface. The user can
also fix the automatically computed vanishing points if needed. We recover
the camera calibration parameters from the vanishing points, which allows
us to appropriately rescale the inserted objects on the floor depending upon
their position in the image. To insert an object on another supporting sur-
face above the floor, e.g. a table top, the user needs to mark the supporting
surface and its height above floor. Similarly, a user can also insert an object
behind an occluder by marking the occluding object boundary, as seen in
Fig. 5.1 (first row). Thus we can handle perspective, support, and occlusion
with very little user interaction. We have also developed a semi-automatic
lighting estimation algorithm which uses the light sources marked up by the
user and the box layout of the scene to compute the lighting model inside
the scene. The intensity of each face of the box layout is first decomposed
into albedo and illumination in the frontal rectified views. Illumination esti-
mates recovered at the box faces are further propagated to estimate lighting
at each point inside the scene. The lighting estimates inside the scene helps
us to convincingly relight the inserted meshes and cast shadows which makes
them look natural. The details of the automatic lighting estimation and the
rendering algorithm can be found in [72]. Our scene editing interface has
many interesting applications, such as home decor, movies, and computer
games.
That we can insert synthetic objects in the scene so convincingly and
produce such realistic renderings, as in Fig. 5.1, establishes the efficacy our
simple geometric models. Simple assumptions of scene geometry can lead to
very plausible physical models of the scene, e.g., the lighting estimates shown
in [72].
Object Removal. Knowledge of scene geometry is also useful for effective
removal of objects from the scene. Techniques like texture synthesis and
image inpainting ([74, 75]) are used to fill the missing pixels in the image
after removing the object. These methods use pixels from the neighboring
region to propagate intensity values while preserving edges and texture. The
box layout can be used to determine the source to fill in a missing pixel
depending upon the face in which it lies. Also, synthesizing the texture in
the rectified view results in a visually better result. Figure 5.2 shows an
example of removing an object at the boundary of the wall and floor. As
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Figure 5.2: Example result of object removal and inpainting obtained using
scene geometry knowledge. The first image shows the boundary of the
object to be removed shown in green. The second image shows the result
after using the inpainting method in [74]. A much better result is obtained
by using the knowledge of box layout and rectifying the box faces before
inpainting, shown in the third image. Sub-images are shown here to
highlight the change in quality of our preliminary result.
a result, the part of the object on the wall and floor is filled with wall and
floor pixels, respectively. The box layout of the scene is used to preserve
the wall-floor edge, which results in a better inpainting result than the one
without using scene geometry.
5.2 Future Directions
In this dissertation, we have proposed 3D based models for scene and object
geometry. We have developed some initial ideas for explicit 3D reasoning
and evaluation of different scene components. We believe that many of our
ideas and models can be extended to achieve even deeper understanding of
the scenes. We list a few possible extensions of our work below.
Improving Scene Estimation. We have presented a set of features and
classifiers towards estimating our models for scene understanding. However,
a number of other useful features can be appended and better classifiers can
be learned on the training data. We have taken a fully surpervised approach
in this work, which requires detailed labeling of the data. Semi-surpervised
algorithms could be applied; e.g., [15] recently extended our spatial layout
model with latent object labels, thus eliminating the need to mark object
support in images. The object cuboid annotations also involve detailed la-
beling of each face of the cuboid; a notion of latent part models could be
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similarly applied here.
For fitting our models we have employed a multiple hypotheses generation
strategy that gives us robustness to local noise in the image. However, these
hypotheses are not exactly localized at image gradients. For instance, we
generate multiple box layout candidates by sampling rays from vanishing
points, and similarly we develop a sliding cuboid strategy for sampling several
object hypotheses in the image. These hypotheses could be constructed by
directly using image edges and corners as in [26, 76]. The sampled candidates
offer robustness by not fitting to noisy image features, whereas the candidates
obtained from images edges and corners are very precisely localized. An
approach that combines the best of both methods would result in improved
estimation.
Improving Spatial Layout. Our strongly parameterized box layout
captures the geometry of most scenes. However, some scenes require more
complex geometries to get a more accurate estimate of the scene space. For
instance, in Fig. 5.1 detecting the back wall and the wall next to it is impor-
tant for reasoning about the dining table and the free space next to it. Our
spatial layout model could be extended to include multiple folds/walls in the
scene. This would also need computation of vanishing points corresponding
to all dominant directions of the scene. Similar modifications can be made
to the spatial layout model for more complex scenes, such as ones with mul-
tiple ground planes (e.g., a balcony) or non-orthogonal walls and floor (e.g.,
staircase).
Improving Object Model. Our cuboid object model makes very restric-
tive assumption about the alignment of objects with the scene orientation.
This framework could be extended to include more orientations while search-
ing for objects, e.g., by estimating a vanishing point triplet per object or by
computing an object’s canonical orientation using the regularity in its tex-
ture [77].
In Chapter 3 we have shown that adding the scores of 2D object detector
results in improved detection over our cuboid detector as well as the 2D
detector alone. Here we simply added the scores of the two detectors; more
sophisticated models can be explored to combine a standard 2D detector,
e.g., [47], and our 3D based cuboid detector.
Another possible avenue for improvement would be feedback from the joint
model over multiple scene components and other objects, which can be used
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for occlusion reasoning between different objects, thus leading to better ap-
pearance models for objects.
Towards Holistic Scene Understanding. In Chapter 3, we proposed a
model that jointly estimates objects and spatial layout, while employing mul-
tiple constraints between the two, such as objects cannot cross wall bound-
aries or tend to occur at certain distances from walls. From our experiments,
we concluded that incorporating these constraints resulted in significant im-
provement in performance of object detection. This joint model however has
the following potential shortcomings. The model assumes the objects to be
independent, and hence this model cannot capture constraints due to spatial
interaction between different objects. This model can be extended to include
links between each pair of objects, which would allow capturing of multiple
important constraints between objects. Mutual exclusion constraints, i.e.,
objects cannot occupy the same volume or cannot overlap in 3D space, can
be encoded. The boxy object detector in Chapter 4 detects generic boxy
objects; knowing the objects’ names – beds or chairs – would lead to better
understanding of the scene. For instance it can tell us whether the picture is
taken in a living room or from street-side. Also one can model more informed
interactions between objects, e.g., table in front of a sofa, chair in front of
table, or dresser next to a bed. Even simple co-occurrence counts of objects
that typically occur together or exclusively are also useful to prune out many
spurious hypotheses.
Another limitation of our model is that the layout and camera estimates
cannot benefit from objects, which could be overcome by introducing undi-
rected links between the object, layout, and camera nodes. The solution
obtained by solving such a model would then lead to a coherent parse of a
scene, thus giving improved estimates of individual objects, scene layout, and
the camera viewpoint. A full coherent parse of the scene would also enable
more accurate reasoning about free space in the scene.
Extending to Multiple Views. In this dissertation we have described
the estimation of the spatial layout from a single image. While this provides
the 3D information about the scene when only one image is available, the es-
timated layout can be improved with multiple images when available. Other
sources of depth information, such as a stereo pair, a sensor like Kinect, 3D
point clouds from lidar, or structure from motion (SFM) methods can be
used to get detailed reconstruction of the scene. These could be integrated
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with our model to obtain more accurate estimates.
It would also be interesting to establish constraints and correspondences
between the box layout of two different views of a scene under perspective
projection. Since the box layout provides us with the overall shape of the
scene, when similar images have similar box layouts, it could be used as one
of the ingredients in matching scenes towards achieving content based image
retrieval.
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